STEINER SEES AMERICA YET IN ITS YOUTH

University Lecturer Comments New Censorship Driven Trends Of the Old World

AMERICA DEADTHLESS HE SAYS

Immigration Hoard Holds That No Nation Is Safe, Unless It Is Brought Us Here, Crude, Half-Barbaric and Afraid of the Adventure of Nationalism.

Above all it is the expansion of personality, and the supremacy of the individual over the nation, that nation is due, first and foremost, to the American young men and women who are being educated in the schools, colleges, and universities of America today. It is said that no nation is safe, unless there is great and true democracy in its government. Roosevelt, he believes, is responsible for the greatest and most real democracy in the United States and probable to be the greatest and the mainstay of a democracy, and if this were to be true, he would be the greatest patriot of us all.

NEW MAAT COACH

WATSON IS MADE BIG OFFER SAYS MADAME RUMOR

Rumors are abroad that Coach Watson is to leave Iowa to become an assistant at Ohio State. If this were true, it is expected that the Iowa football team would not be as strong as it is now.

CANDIDATES TO FILE PETITIONS IN IOWA ROOM

Social Committee Aspirants Name to Be Submitted for Student Daily One Week Before Election

SIX TODAY IS THE DEADLINE

Each Petition Must Have Thirty-Four Votes on a Sheet with An Inaugural Statement from the Ticket—Six Winners To Share Exposition to the Student Daily Election—Vote May Be for Six Men on Ballot

NEW MAAT COACH

Light work for varsity on eye of aggie game

After Short Scrimmage With Fresh Hacks, Team Expected To Off Bet Signals

Seconds clash with Fresh

First Team Employe Ames Plays With Varsity, Fresh Millers Get Free Cyphers Are Using Ghost Ball Nightly in Practice for Saturday’s Game

Hawks held a short scrimmage with the fresh last night, each team capturing the ball part of the time in the ends. Kinney kidded off to A. Devine who returned at center of the field and from there on all of the fresh had to end out of thepagina big for a touchdown. Ty Smith was taken off to the left and Locke at full.

There was but one kickoff and one fumble. The teams were then reorganized in the old way from the start to the end. Smith made a good gain at lowe where Overton kicked off. Coach Jones then called the varsity players. The kick was aimed at the center of the Aggie line and went out of bounds.

Uses is using the ghost ball nightly for a week of practice that is one of the most severe tests that has been known in the history of the game. The ball is good condition. Birth, the man who makes the ball, is back in good shape for the game.

Waiting are taking daily workout under aembeles

Varsity and freshman swimmers are being put in order. 143 men have been put in order some of the material that is turning out is much the same caliber as the varsity team and a fresh squad.

SEVENTY MEN ON BAT M A T

Squad Gives Secret Card for Mat Team Material

Our seventy men reported to Ralph Parrish, Iowa's new wrestling coach, for preliminary instruction in response to the team for wrestling given by Ernest G. Schroeder, head coach of the team.

Coach Parrish was very pleased with the enthusiasm and the interest shown and said, "If the interest continues, we will have a first-class working team this year that will make a conference rival." The Thursday evening in a third match tonight.

Clubs will be arranged Classes will be held in the morning every day of the day is to be available to the members, according to personal instruction. The freshman and varsity teams will be coached separately.

Any member of the team will make up the team, if any future or freshman team should be needed. The members of the department of physical training, will be working with the athletic team and the coach.

The next match will take place at the University Coliseum, Iowa, Iowa.
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College Publications

**Announcement**

Harvard club will hold a poet, major speech by Dr. Thomas L. Clapp, Princeton, at 7:30 in the Little Theatre. Both old and new members are requested to be present. Notification of the new members, a play program for the year, and the play writing contest will be discussed at the meeting.

**Columns**

-COLLEGE MEN-

EMERY COLBY

This Week we give

PROGRESSIVE BOOKS

& COFFEE ROOM

at this price

LESS THAN

CURRENT SALE

PRICES!

**舆事**

University of Kansas—Somewhere in the University of Kansas were thrown in as points of interest on the campus by a four page pamphlet entitled "K. U. High Lights." A tour of the campus was also included.

Colorado State College—Two coalitional students at the Colorado State College were arrested recently for charging a group of students money to see a movie in the college's auditorium. An automobile in which the two students had been seen in was overweight in the cause and the offenders were taken in charge on a complaint of criminal misdemeanor.

Metropolitan University—Twenty-fine men turned in for the junior teams in the Metropolitan school.

Iowa—The freshman at the University of Iowa are planning a reunion which is to train them for work in cooperation, and to serve the spirit they brought from their high schools.

Brink—The proprietor of the College Inn at one featured the football, the touches, and served another of the professors to an oyster feast at the College Inn at Des Moines treating the students of the state with a meal on the 11th and 12th of this month.

Drake—The proprietor of the College Inn at Des Moines treated the students of the state with a meal on the 11th and 12th of this month.

**ERNSTE CREAM OF LEMONS**

**AN ANTISEPTIC SOOTHING LOTION THAT WILL CALM COMPLEXION CARTS**

**5C THE BOTTLE AT WHITING'S PHARMACY ON DUBUQUE ST.**

**Something New**

**Something Original**

You want to hear it—

that new and jazzy Fox Trot

"When You Hear That Southern Jazz Band Play"

Composed and written by "DICK" FOSTER

and played exclusively by CHAHLI'S ORCHESTRA

Be sure to hear "Big" Chailli when arranging for music for your next party.

Phone 152

*H. A.*

*Something New Something Original*
Alma E. Smith announced her engagement to Mr. Gene R. Jones. The marriage took place at Eldora, Iowa, on November 6.

Dr. Deardorff was a member of the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity. He served as an officer in the dental corps. Engineers Dance... will entertain the active members of Delta Chi Omega. Mrs. Sterling Bailey will be a guest at the local chapter house.

Merle Thompson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Thompson of Malvern, was married to Mr. F. Malvern. The marriage took place at Eldora, Iowa, on November 6.

The pledges of Delta Gamma are preparing to entertain the active members of Delta Chi Omega. Mrs. Sterling Bailey will be a guest at the local chapter house.

Mr. Tellegen will appear in person with his own company and production. Prices $2.50, $2.00, and $1.50.

GARDEN THEATRE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, AND SUNDAY
A Screen Event of Three Fold Importance
Winchell Smith's
"THE SAPHEAD"
Co-starring
BUSTER KEATON
The Seven's funniest and drollest comedian and
WM. H. CRANE
The Dean of American Actors
A thrilling story of love and high finance
A METRO PICTURES
Comedy
Fox News
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Pastime Theatre
TODAY AND FRIDAY ONLY
The World's Famous Divining Venus
ANNEETTE KELLERMAN
in a comedy-drama
"WHAT WOMEN LOVE"
210 Smiles—76 Big Laughs
20 With 15 Scares
4 Sensations
Come and Count Them!
Also Two Real Comedy—Pathé Review
Admissions 15-30c
"To Mammals solemn? It isn't in "MARRIED LIFE."
Mrs. Tarvin in "MARRIED LIFE" is the college hero of a thousand football battles.

Eglin Theatre
MONDAY NIGHT, 8:15 NOVEMBER 22
MR. F. C. WHITNEY PRESENTS
THE WORLD'S GREATEST MUSICAL COMEDY STAR
FRITZI SCHIEFF
Personal Appearance Guaranteed
IN A MOVIE MUSICAL COMEDY
"GLORIANNA"
A musical comedy of all America
Book by Catherine Chisholm Cushing
Music by the great Franz Lehar. Composer of the Firefly
150 NIGHTS IN NEW YORK. 160 NIGHTS IN CHICAGO.
THE ONLY METROPOLITAN GRAND OPERA STAR IN MUSICAL COMEDY
The Great Broadway Cast
100 PER CENT—PERFECT BEAUTY CHORES. 100 PER CENT
AN ENTIRE NEW YORK PRODUCTION INTACT
PERFORM. 8:30, 11:00, 2:15, 5:15.—Theatre. Mail Orders Now. Sale Opens Saturday.
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IOWA'S

Wrestling Coach

in ACTION

Thurs., Nov. 18

Engler Theatre

Parcalt vs. O'Connor

Finish Match

See

Large Posters

RALPH PARCALT

Champion of the world

Iowa Daily, State University of Iowa, Thursday, November 10, 1910
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

GET A COUPON BOOK

SALE 20 PER CENT

Paris Cleaners
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115 Iowa Ave.
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